HAND HELD JET FOR AFMKII/FREEDOM SERIES & HAYWARD’S JET AIR III

1. Turn off circulation pump.
2. Remove therapy option from the jet using the retaining ring wrench (#1) provided.
3. Insert the spacer (#2) into jet, then insert the adapter (#3) into jet and tighten it down with the retaining ring wrench (#1).
4. Connect adapter (#3) and the end of the hose by lining up the tabs, pushing together and turning counterclockwise to twist lock the two pieces together.
5. The hole in the center of the float (#4) must be above the water level to draw air.
6. Start the circulation pump.
7. Squeeze the trigger (#5) to start the hand held jet (#6) and release the trigger (#5) to stop it.

TO CHANGE THERAPY OPTIONS IN THE HAND HELD JET:
TO INSTALL: Insert cage and eyeball (#7) (or flowpath, #8) into hand held jet (#6) by pressing firmly to snap into place.
TO REMOVE: Remove therapy option from the hand held jet (#6) by pulling on snout of eyeball or flowpath spout.

CONTACT YOUR RETAILER OR SPA MANUFACTURER FOR OTHER THERAPY OPTIONS.